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Abstract
The thermal performances of solid and perforated rectangular blocks attached on a ¯at surface in a
rectangular duct were determined with respect to the heat transfer from the same plate without blocks.
The data used in the performance analyses were obtained experimentally for varying ¯ow and
geometrical conditions. It was found that the solid blocks generated a net energy loss despite
signi®cantly enhanced heat transfer due to the increased heat transfer surface area. When the blocks
were perforated, the loss in the net energy was recovered and depending on the geometrical and ¯ow
conditions, a net gain in energy, up to 20%, was achieved. For both the solid and the perforated blocks,
increases in Reynolds number led to decreases in the performance. # 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The increasing necessity for saving energy and material imposed by diminishing world
resources has prompted the development of more eective heat transfer equipment for more
ecient use of energy and material. In many industrial systems, heat must be transferred either
to input energy into the system or to remove the energy produced in the system. Considering
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Nomenclature
A
C
D
De
f
H
Nu
Nus
Pr
Re
Sx
U
b
a
Z

heat transfer area
clearance between tip of blocks and ceiling of duct
perforation hole diameter
hydraulic diameter of the duct
friction factor
height of blocks
average Nusselt number
average Nusselt number for smooth surface
Prandtl number
Reynolds number
uniform distance between blocks in x (main ¯ow) direction
total heat transfer coecient
perforation open area ratio
angle between central axis of perforation holes and surface of plate
performance eciency

Subscripts
s smooth
sl solid
pr perforated
the rapid increase in energy demand worldwide, both reducing energy loss due to ineective
use and enhancement of the energy transfer in the form of heat has become an increasingly
important task for design and operation engineers.
In recent years, many techniques have been proposed for the enhancement of heat transfer.
These can be classi®ed into two main groups. Those which do not require an additional power
source may be named as passive techniques and those with additional external power
requirements active techniques [1,2].
In the case of passive techniques, attachments of heat transfer promoters of dierent shapes
and geometries, such as ®ns, ribs and blocks, on the heat transfer surface have been widely
exploited. Heat transfer is enhanced by the increase in the surface area and also by the
turbulence or mixing generated due to the attachments. Enhancement in convective transfer
rates is obtained at the expense of the energy dissipated by extra friction caused by nonsmooth surfaces and insertions. In the case of active techniques, in addition to frictional energy
dissipation, the external power input must also be taken into account. Therefore, for practical
applications, a thermal performance analysis is worthwhile for evaluation of the net energy
gain in the form of heat. The simplest way to evaluate the heat transfer enhancement
performance of a given heat transfer promoter is to compare the ratio of the Stanton number
(St ) to the friction factor ( f ), St/f, obtained with and without the heat transfer promoter [3,4].
Zimparow and Vuchanow [5] developed a performance evaluation criterion based on an

